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Résumé : 
 
Le but de cette thèse est de montrer la réponse de la membrane mitochondriale au cours la 
régulation de l’apoptose en étudiant l’effet de domaines clés sur la dynamique membranaire et 
l’importance de la composition phospholipidiques des modèles utilisés.   
Le domaine BH4 est la partie spécifique anti-apoptotique de la famille Bcl-2. La première 
étape a été de synthétiser le peptide par voie chimique en utilisant la synthèse peptidique en 
phase solide. Un protocole décrivant les étapes de purification par chromatographie liquide et 
de caractérisation par spectroscopie de masse, garantissant une pureté indispensable pour des 
études biophysiques, a été établi. La modification de la structure secondaire du peptide 
interagissant avec des vésicules a été étudiée par spectroscopie infrarouge ainsi que par 
dichroïsme circulaire. Le peptide s’agrège à la surface et s’insère peu profondément dans la 
partie hydrophobe de la membrane. En utilisant la résonance magnétique nucléaire (RMN) et 
la calorimétrie, il a été montré que le peptide BH4  modifie l’organisation et la dynamique des 
liposomes mimant la surface mitochondriale. La deuxième étude a porté sur la première hélice 
de la protéine pro-apoptotique Bax (Bax-α1) qui a la propriété de diriger la protéine 
cytosolique vers la mitochondrie. Un protocole de synthèse et purification a été à nouveau 
établi. Le but de cette étude est de démontrer le rôle de l’interaction spécifique entre la 
cardiolipine, un phospholipide uniquement présent dans la mitochondrie et le peptide Bax-α1. 
Les études RMN ont montré que Bax-α1 n’interagissait uniquement que si la cardiolipine était 
présente, produisant un fort effet électrostatique piégeant le peptide à la surface de la 
membrane. 
Enfin, un nouveau protocole permettant d’étudier la réponse des lipides de mitochondries 
isolées toujours actives par RMN est présenté. Le but est de pouvoir directement observer les 
modifications subies par chaque phospholipide de la mitochondrie.  
 
 
Mots clés : 
 
Apoptose, peptide BH4, peptide Bax-α1, modèle de membrane, cardiolipine, synthèse 
peptidique en phase solide, dichroïsme circulaire, RMN des solides. 
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I Apoptosis via the mitochondrial pathway: Introduction 
 

Definition and focus 
June the 27th  2008 

Apoptosis (Greek: apo - from, ptosis - falling) was distinguished from traumatic cell death by 

Ross Kerr while he was studying tissues using electron microscopy at the University of 

Queensland Pathology Department in Brisbane. Following the publication of these results, 

Kerr was invited to join Professor Alastair R Currie and his Ph.D. student Andrew Wyllie, at 

the University of Aberdeen to continue his research. In 1972, the trio published a seminal 

article in the British Journal of Cancer 1. Kerr had originally used the term "programmed cell 

necrosis" to describe the phenomenon but in the 1972 article this process of natural cell death 

was called apoptosis. Kerr, Wylie and Currie credited Professor James Cormack (Department 

of Greek, University of Aberdeen) with suggesting the term apoptosis. In Greek, apoptosis 

means "dropping off" of petals or leaves from plants or trees. Cormack reintroduced the term 

for medical use as it had a medical meaning for the Greeks over two thousand years before. 

Hippocrates used the term to mean "the falling off of the bones". Galen extended its meaning 

to "the dropping of the scabs". Cormack was without any doubt aware of this usage when he 

suggested the name. The debate continues over the correct pronunciation, with opinions 

divided between a pronunciation with a silent p and the p spelt out, as in the original Greek. 

(Wikipedia) 

Apoptosis in google: 10 300 000 hits 

Apoptosis in google scholar: 2 330 000 hits 

Apoptosis in PubMed: 147 668 hits 

Apoptosis in ISI web of knowledge: >100 000 hits 

 

Apoptosis has become a major field of research because homeostasis is a vital regulation in 

every complex system (eukaryotic). However, one has to realize this complexity and an 

endless ocean to describe apoptosis. Therefore I will focus only on regulation of apoptosis via 

the mitochondrial pathway. It means that apoptosis has not occurred yet in the cell and little 

information on the up/down-regulation will be done: I will mainly describe what happens if 

the mitochondrion encounters apoptotic stimuli (why are they here, how they are generated, is 

not described). But for once let be impolite and talk first about the host before talking about 

the guests… 
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a) Mitochondria 

 

 
 

Figure 1 A single section through the 3D tomogram of a mitochondrion. (Adapted from Frey 

and Mannella, TIBS 2000 2) 

 

- Structure and internal organization 

Mitochondria are present in varying numbers in any type of cell, for instance 1000 to 2000 

mitochondria are contained in one rat liver cell which occupy roughly one fifth of the cell 

volume 3. They are crucial organelles in the functioning of a cell. Their main task is to provide 

the energy (ATP), but they are also heavily involved in various signalling pathways including 

apoptosis. Mitochondria can be depicted as a cylinder of approximately 1µm diameter but 

they undergo strong morphological and size changes according to the cell development, 

metabolic state or alterations due to diseases. The mitochondrion contains an outer membrane 

(OM), an inner membrane (IM) and two internal compartments. Each compartment has a 

different lipid and protein composition, the protein machinery of the inner part being more 

strongly conserved along the cell types. It is noteworthy that mitochondria are inherited from 

the mother’s ovum and do not replicate but rather partition before cell division by a complex 

coordinated machinery 4. 
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The outer membrane (OM) 

It is a strainer. Indeed, large number of transport proteins (mainly porins, as the voltage-

dependent anion channel (VDAC)) are present in the OM allowing molecules up to 5000 

Daltons to translocate freely into the intermembrane space (IMS) 5. Since most of the proteins 

are translated into the cytoplasm, protein transport is occurring specifically into different 

mitochondrial subunits mainly by TOM proteins complexes. Mitochondria even undergo 

fusion/fission via proteins (Fzo1) localized as well in the OM as in the IM. Many others 

proteins are not listed, and probably many still need to be identified but for the sake of 

brevity, this will not be presented here. 

The OM is mainly composed of two phospholipids, phosphatidylcholine (PC) counting for 41 

%w/w and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) for 27% w/w, which confers a global neutral 

surface 6. Whereas a significant amount of PE is present in the OM, well-known to favour 

hexagonal organization because of its surfactant packing parameter < 0.5, the OM displays a 

lamellar bilayer organization with an approximate thickness of 70Å 2. There are controversial 

statements about the presence of the anionic cardiolipin there as a native phospholipid. 

Several studies have shown traces of cardiolipin in isolated outer membrane vesicles from 

different species (less than 5% at most). However, various groups have described the 

translocation of cardiolipin patches from the IM to the OM as a crucial event, especially in 

apoptosis 7; 8. Indeed, cardiolipin is highly involved in the stabilization of membrane proteins 

and, as discussed below, the contact site formation between OM and IM. Then, the OM could 

expose highly negatively charged domains (containing cardiolipin), crucial in signalling, 

apoptosis regulation, etc…  

 

The Intermembrane space (IMS) 

Since the OM is highly permeable, the composition of the IMS resembles that of the cytosol, 

except for proteins of more than 5000 Da. A lot of enzymes, and various soluble proteins, 

such the apoptotic factors cytochrome C, pro-caspase, Diablo/SMAC, etc…, reside in the 

IMS. However, strong gradients of certain metabolites occur close to the inner membrane, 

required to keep the protein machinery going, such as the respiratory chain which needs 

proton, inorganic phosphates, ATP, etc.. The space between the two membranes is variable 

since mitochondria exhibit a strong morphological dynamics, but cryo-electron microscopy 

measured an averaged static value of 60Å 2.  
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The inner membrane (IM) 

The proteins found in the IM have three main functions: oxidative phosphorylation of the 

electron-transport chain (complex I-IV, cytochromes, etc…), ATP synthesis (ATP synthase) 

and the transport of proteins that regulate the metabolic flux in the matrix (ANT, TIM, etc.).  

Additionally to PC (35% w/w) and PE (27%), the IM membranes contain a very specific 

“double” anionic phospholipid, cardiolipin (18%), which is intimately involved in many 

proteins stabilization and membrane structure formation 9; 10; 11. The inner membrane contains 

in two different regions: the boundary inner membrane which adopts a lamellar structure 

similar to the OM with an identical thickness (70Å); and the cristae which are invaginations 

of the inner boundary membrane that protrude into the matrix. They are connected to the inner 

boundary membrane by narrow tubular structures (cristae junctions) of approximately 27nm 

width 2. Interestingly, the morphology of the IM is highly regulative since gradients, 

metabolites flux and cytochrome C diffusions between compartments are restricted by the 

curvature. Likewise, the shape and the volume changes of cristae in response to alterations in 

osmotic or metabolic conditions is a vital mechanism. 

 

The Matrix 

The matrix contains a highly condensed mixture of many enzymes responsible for the 

oxidation of pyruvate and fatty acids, and for the citric acid cycle. It also contains the genetic 

material of mitochondria and the machinery for expression. In the respiratory process 

producing ATP, reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced. They could be a source of 

damage for phospholipids and proteins but they are most often scavenged by proteins such 

SOD or glutathione proteins. ROS might play a role in apoptosis as apoptotic signal and/or 

important for mediating apoptotic proteins-phospholipids interactions. 

 

The contact sites (CS) 

Mitochondria undergo high trafficking between the cytosol and the matrix. If most of the time 

the translocation occurs via distinct transport proteins, some translocations occur 

simultaneously across the OM and the IM through region of contact between the two 

membranes. Furthermore, the fission-fusion process requires a close contact between the OM 

and the IM. Contact sites have been reported in all types of mitochondria and are stable 

complexes and not a partial fusion between the OM and the IM. Indeed, EM-microscopy 

reveals a contact thickness (~15nm) which is never below the sum of the IM and OM ones 11. 

Their main function is to stabilize native pores connecting the cytosol directly to the matrix by 
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the association of VDAC, ANT, etc., known as the permeability transition pore complex 

(PTPC). They are also known to stabilize the cristae junction and might have other functions 

not identified yet. The PTPC has an important role for cytochrome C release in the apoptosis 

pathway 9; 10; 12.    

The major feature of CS composition is the remarkable enrichment in cardiolipin content 

(~25% w/w) and in unsaturated phospholipids  6. This means that CS have a pronounced 

dynamic and flexibility, allowing them to adapt quickly to shape variations or even 

facilitating the transfer of phospholipids from the IM to the OM. Indeed, cardiolipin patches 

have been identified in the OM, of course in low abundance, which sustains the signalling role 

of cardiolipin, and the close contact between the IM and the OM could provide the best 

candidate for their translocation. 

 

- Apoptosis regulation via the mitochondrial pathway  

Fundamental metabolic processes occur in mitochondria essential for the functioning of all 

eukaryotic cells. The striking observation that highlights the essential role of mitochondria in 

the intrinsic apoptosis pathway is the appearance of signs of disturbances long before any 

signs of apoptosis. This is not surprising because mitochondria contain various harmful 

molecules that can activate apoptosis via different pathways. Indeed, toxic compounds like 

ROS and apoptotic inducers proteins are released from the submitochondrial 

compartmentalization. Hence, mitochondrial membrane permeabilization (MMP) is a critical 

event and is the point of no return, and therefore lethal to the cell. Indeed, induction of MMP 

is sufficient to trigger apoptosis and pharmacological inhibitors preventing MMP stop the cell 

death 13; 14. However, the regulation of MMP occurs via a broad spectrum of possibilities. 

Numerous pathological and physiological signals (calcium, reactive oxygen species, 

genotoxic stress, etc.) to stress response can trigger MMP putting mitochondria as an antenna 

for cell alterations 15; 16. Of course, MMP can cause a deregulation of the energy production 

which is also a lethal event for the cell. MMP is a marker used in medicine for detection of 

apoptosis ex vivo in pathologies such as AIDS or leukaemia under chemotherapy 17; 18. Also, 

several genetic diseases associated with cell disturbance have been linked to mutations in 

mitochondria genome or gene expressing mitochondrial proteins 19; 20. Finally, various drugs 

have been developed that act on the MMP of mitochondria to stop or induce apoptosis and 

have been proved to be efficient, opening a huge field for disease treatments 13; 21; 22. The 

MMP mechanism is not fully understood yet, especially how the OM, the IM or both of them 
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interact, and what complex protein machinery is involved in its regulation. More details will 

be discussed in the section II.b). 

 

- The use of isolated mitochondria in apoptosis studies 

Because there is much evidence of mitochondria’s involvement in a wide range of cellular 

dysfunction, great efforts have been made to study this organelle in a great detail and depth. 

Of course, intact cells possess a complete set of factors that influence the apoptosis 

mechanism, but this is unfortunately also a major drawback. Indeed, the effect of one 

molecule could affect so many partners directly and/or indirectly that a specific molecular 

action is impossible to study. That is why one has to use model systems to provide a basic 

molecular understanding and then to try to make conclusions for the whole system. But here 

again, the connection between model system and intact system is always a problematic one. 

For instance, using model membrane mimicking mitochondrial domains to study the impact 

of apoptotic stimuli, such as protein domains, leads to a precise molecular view of any 

interactions occurring. However, the biological relevance of such studies may be questioned 

by the community of biologists. On the other hand, loading some drugs into living animals 

reveals the consequence of a complex interplay of numerous molecular mechanisms involved 

but fails to reveal any clear picture (That might explain the side effects of pills…). That is 

why a potential alternative is the use of ex vivo systems, here isolated mitochondria, to 

remove part of the unknown/uncontrolled side effects and to upgrade the basic lipid-peptide 

model. Many techniques have been developed to address important questions about the 

isolated mitochondria response during apoptosis stress. For instance, electron microscopy on 

isolated mitochondria revealed that MMP-induced cytochrome C release does not occur via 

mitochondrial swelling as it has been proposed 23. However, the use of fluorescent probes 

trapped in the mitochondrial matrix, and quenchers such as Co2+, provided evidence of a 

mitochondrial matrix swelling upon Ca2+ upload 24. Again, this is a clear example of all the 

contradictory results existing and how sample preparation or the technique used affects 

results. Fluorescent probes added to proteins involved in apoptosis in order to monitor their 

targets/movements 25, effect of various stimuli as Ca2+ stress 26, membranes/proteins involved 

in the MMP 27 and many others studies are systematically performed on isolated mitochondria 

because they provide the closest “controlled” system to resolve molecular mechanisms as they 

might happen in a cell. Therefore, we tried to investigate the mitochondrial membrane of 

isolated mitochondria by non-invasive, high resolution solid-state 31P NMR, and its response 

to calcium stress as a test (see V and MS V). 
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b) Bcl2 proteins regulation   

The mitochondrial pathway of apoptosis is a central event in the managing of the homeostasis 

in living systems. By controlling the permeabilization of mitochondria, the Bcl2 family is the 

main regulator of the mitochondrial apoptosis activation 28; 29; 30. The name-giving protein of 

this family, the Bcl-2 (B-Cell Lymphoma 2) proto-oncogene, was discovered to inhibit cell 

death rather than promote the cell proliferation 31. Since then, many members of the Bcl2 

family were found in mammals, well over twenty proteins classified in three functional 

groups. 

 

- The Bcl2 family: function, location, structure 

 

 
 

Figure 2. The apoptotic Bcl2 protein family with the sub populations and their important 

regulative domains (Adapted from Corry and Adams, Nature Review Cancer, 2002 29) 
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The main feature of Bcl2 members is that they possess up to four conserved Bcl2 homology 

(BH) domains, all corresponding to α-helical segments, designated BH1 to BH4, which 

classify their functional group membership: the anti-apoptotic, the pro-apoptotic and the BH3-

only proteins 28; 32. All proteins of this family will not be described here, and the focus will be 

on the most effective and investigated one in mammals. 

 

The pro-apoptotic tribe  

Inactivation of pro-apoptotic proteins leads to severe impairment of apoptosis while addition 

to mitochondria induces cytochrome C release and apoptosis. Two main pro-apoptotic 

proteins, Bax and Bak, are essential for the induction of cell death. Bax is a native cytosolic 

protein while Bak is an integral mitochondrial membrane protein. Both, upon apoptotic 

stimuli, such as BH3-only proteins interaction (see below), will undergo a strong 

conformational change that will activate their pro-apoptotic activity at the mitochondrion. 

Bax, upon modification, will expose addressing (assumed to be its first helix) and anchoring 

(mainly its C-terminus) sequences to translocate and insert to the outer membrane of 

mitochondria 33. Then it releases the cytochrome C by a mechanism that remains unclear, but 

seems to involve its homo-oligomerization, which triggers MMP. Both proteins are widely 

believed to be involved in the permeabilization of the outer membrane of mitochondria 34. 

Pro-apoptotic proteins are composed of nine α-helical segments and exhibit three BH domains 

(BH1-3) and a transmembrane C-terminus (TM). This later, the α9-helix, is hindered in a 

hydrophobic groove formed by BH1, BH2 and BH3 which is exposed upon activation. The 

BH1 and BH2 or more precisely α5-8-helices, are the pore/receptor formation domains. α2-4-

helices are the ligand/receptor domain (where α2 corresponds to BH3) 29. The role as an 

addressing sequence of Bax-α1 is still hardly debated. 

 

The anti-apoptotic guardians 

They are the inhibitors of apoptosis. Indeed, their overexpression prevents cytochrome C 

release and therefore apoptosis activation. Bcl2 and its closest homologues, Bcl-XL and Bcl-

w, are the main anti-apoptotic proteins. Bcl2 is an integral membrane protein, natively located 

in the OM, whereas Bcl-XL and Bcl-w are tightly associated with the mitochondria after 

activation upon cytotoxic signals 35. Beside their main action of blocking cytochrome C 

release by a complex mechanism still not fully understood, they seem also to be important for 

the scavenging of reactive oxygen species, which are also involved in apoptosis regulation via 

protein/phospholipids peroxidation 36. They have also the capacity to homo-oligomerize but 
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this function is not clear for their anti-apoptotic activity. Furthermore, they can block pro-

apoptotic proteins activity by hetero-dimerizing via their BH3 domain but may also trap BH3-

only proteins that allow pro-apoptotic proteins to homo-oligomerize or even release BH3-only 

proteins that will activate Bax prior translocation. That clearly shows why the regulation of 

apoptosis is a complex and unresolved mechanism with probably a multifaceted regulation 37. 

Indeed, the anti-apoptotic proteins have a structure close to that of pro-apoptotic proteins 

except they have an additional BH4 domain. They are composed of seven α-helical segments 

where the α1 is the BH4, α2-4 the ligand/receptor domain (α2 corresponding to BH3), α5-7 the 

pore/receptor domain (containing BH1 and BH2) and have a TM segment at the C-terminus 
29. Their three-dimensional solution configuration resembles to pro-apoptotic proteins, with 

the hydrophobic groove hindered by the BH1-4 domains 38. The BH4 domains appears only in 

anti-apoptotic proteins, furthermore it is the essential part for anti-apoptotic activity, as 

deletion of this domain transforms the protein to a pro-apoptotic protein 39. Also this domain 

was found to interact/bind to various proteins involved in apoptosis such Raf1, Bad (BH3-

only protein), etc. 40; 41.  
 

The BH3-only mediators 

Their main role is to associate with pro-apoptotic proteins, activating their functions, except 

maybe for Bid that interacts preferentially with contact site and cardiolipin prior to binding to 

Bax or Bak 10. They promote Bax or Bak conformational change upon binding which then 

triggers the cytochrome C release 37. They act at different levels or are specialized for 

different cells: Bid, indispensable for cell development, facilitates the deaths of hepatocytes 
42. Bim is essential for elimination of autoreactive lymphocytes and participates in neuronal 

death 43; 44. Bad, and possibly Bid, bind to anti-apoptotic proteins neutralizing their functions 
45.  They are all held by association with, for instance, microtubules (Bim) or 14-3-3 scaffold 

proteins (Bad) or are synthesized as a precursor that needs to be cleaved to be active (Bid to 

tBid) 46; 47; 48. They all share the BH3 domain helical segment but the preferential binding is 

still unclear. Also, while the BH3 domain is supposed to be the specific site for homo/hetero-

oligomerization of the Bcl2 family, BH3-only proteins cannot form homodimers. Bid and Bad 

lack a C-terminus transmembrane segment, and therefore are native cytosolic proteins while 

Bim possess the anchoring sequence but has not been found in a specific membrane location 
32. 
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  - Interplay at the mitochondrion 

As partially described above, the Bcl2 family acts at the mitochondrion in order to regulate 

cytochrome C release, the univocal cell death sentence. However, the complex interplay 

between the Bcl2 proteins members themselves and with the mitochondrial membranes is far 

from clear to be identify, matter of disagreements, most likely due to many mechanisms 

involved according to the type of cell, the type of stimuli, the experimental setups and so on. 

So far, there are two main pathways discussed: the permeability transition pore complex 

(PTPC) dependent and PTPC-independent pathways.  

 

Figure 3 Regulation of the apoptotic activation at the mitochondrial level: Bcl2 protein family 

interplay and cytochrome C release. (Adapted from Mayer et al. News Physiol Sci, 2003 30) 
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PTPC-dependent pathway 

In this model, Bax and Bak interact with the VDAC (porins located in the OM), promoting its 

enlargement and opening, which involved the mitochondrial swelling and depolarization by 

osmotic shock and finally leads to OM disruption and cytochrome C release. Bcl-2, Bcl-XL 

and the corresponding anti-apoptotic BH4 peptide prevent such an event by closing the 

VDAC 49; 50. Moreover, the role of the IM in the PTPC-dependent model is questioned but the 

IM seems to participate in the mitochondrial swelling. Indeed, at contact sites, VDAC and 

ANT, form supramolecular assemblies that link the matrix to the cytosol. When VDAC is in a 

lasting open state due to pro-apoptotic stimuli, the free passage of molecules <1.5 kDa 

through the ANT channel induces the osmotic swelling of the IM, which has by far a greater 

volume than the, OM and then triggers its disruption 51. For example, Ca2+ overload is known 

to promote mitochondrial swelling by increasing the ANT conductivity, which in turn leads to 

an inward flux of protons and ions and osmotic shock. Furthermore, malfunction of the 

respiratory chain due to IM perturbation leads to increase production of reactive oxygen 

species (ROS). These harmful molecules can oxidize lipids and proteins, creating a total 

impairment of the mitochondria: In particular, by interacting with cardiolipin, it can weaken 

its tight binding with cytochrome C 52; 53.  

 

PTPC-independent pathway 

This model involves only the OM and the Bcl2 family. Upon apoptosis induction, Bax is 

activated (often by tBid BH3-only proteins) and translocated into the OM. Therefore, it 

undergoes strong oligomerization with itself or with Bak to form a large pore allowing the 

cytochrome C release 54. tBid can also interact strongly with mitochondria via its affinity for 

cardiolipin 10. An important role for mitochondrial lipids is emerging, where cardiolipin may 

have a central role. Indeed, Bcl2 proteins can alter the composition and curvature of the OM 

and there activate MMP. Furthermore, the membrane environment is essential for pro-

apoptotic proteins conformational rearrangement and pore formation. The physical properties 

of the membrane (hydrophobic thickness, lateral pressure, electrostatic surface potential, etc.) 

are therefore crucial for the regulation of recruitment, insertion and oligomerization of 

proteins 55. Cardiolipin appears to be the central, specific phospholipid involved in this 

regulation. For instance, Bax activation required cardiolipin, and tBid-mediated cardiolipin 

redistribution could induce Bax to bind and activate prior to pore formation 10; 12; 53; 55. 

Therefore, cardiolipin could act as a signalling lipid, as we suggest (MS IV) by its affinity 

with the addressing sequence of Bax (Bax-α1). The anti-apoptotic proteins work here as 
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quenchers which can block Bax oligomerization, or the tBid association with cardiolipin56. 

However, Bcl-2 proteins, lacking their BH4 domains almost completely loose their anti-

apoptotic function but still remain able to bind to various pro-apoptotic members, suggesting 

another function like acting directly onto VDAC, making the full story very complicated 57; 58. 

 

At the end, it appears that both pathways may coexist depending on the Bax concentration 

present. Indeed, low amounts of Bax do not induce mitochondrial swelling and depolarization 

while they are detected above a certain threshold in isolated mitochondria 59. It highlights the 

numerous problems studying studying this highly complex and interconnected mechanism of 

intrinsic apoptosis regulation. 

 

- The use of Bcl protein in disease treatment 

Knowing that nearly one million cells need to die each second in our body, a tight control is 

essential for our well being. The burst of knowledge about apoptosis, the main mechanism of 

cell homeostasis regulation, has allowed therapies to flourish. Indeed, a range of physiological 

pathologies (cancer, autoimmunity, infections, etc., for insufficient apoptosis; Ischemia, heart 

failure, neurodegeneration, etc., for excessive death) are directly connected with apoptosis 

deregulation and therefore apoptosis-based therapies have emerged 13. Most of the effort is 

put into cancer research by looking for Bcl-2/Bcl-XL antagonists. The main principle is to 

block their BH3 binding site which would impair the hetero-dimerization with pro-apoptotic 

proteins 60. Also, the anti-apoptotic activity of the BH4 domain alone was shown to prevent 

ischemia-reperfusion and protect cells from high exposure to irradiation 61; 62; 63. Of course, 

many other potential targets in the apoptotic pathway are used, acting on caspases, APAF-1, 

mitochondria integrity and so on 13. Anyway, the knowledge of the molecular mechanism of 

apoptotic regulation is still far to be fully understood, especially with the critical role of lipids 

emerging, and new considerations are each day made that can be important for improving the 

therapy efficiencies.  

 

c) Aims and strategy 

The goal of this thesis was to investigate the biophysical behavior of mitochondrial 

membranes in response to several important domains present in the Bcl2 family.  The two 

main points of this thesis were to investigate how the overexpression of the anti-apoptotic 

specific domain of the human Bcl-2 protein affects the membrane behaviour and how the 

addressing sequence of the pro-apoptotic protein Bax, can recognize and target the 
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mitochondrial membrane surface. For these purposes, the first step was to produce pure 

peptides and then by using various biophysical techniques, to elaborate a molecular 

mechanism of action that could help to understand the biological processes happening during 

apoptosis. Finally, a NMR method for tracking the response of the lipid membrane matrix of 

living isolated mitochondria was set up for future investigations of apoptotic mechanisms 

which involve rearrangements of their phospholipid containing membranes.  

 

 

II BH4, TAT-BH4 and Bax-α1 peptide production  
  

a) Solid Phase Peptide Synthesis (SPPS)  

 

- Chemistry 

Solid-phase peptide synthesis (SPPS) was proposed first by R. Merrifield in 1963 64 and is 

now the most common method used for peptide synthesis. SPPS allows the synthesis of 

natural peptides which are difficult to express in bacteria, the incorporation of unnatural 

amino acids and/or labelled amino acids and all synthetic peptides used in fundamental 

research. It is relatively cheap, fast and with a reasonable yield according to the length (100 

a.a. great maximum) and hydrophobicity of the sequence.  

The syntheses were carried out on an Applied Biosystems 433A Peptide Synthesizer (PE 

Biosystem, Courtaboeuf, France) using Fmoc 65 strategy. Small solid beads, the resin, are 

composed of a linker that is acid sensitive and preloaded with the C-terminus a.a. of the 

sequence synthesized. Indeed, unlike protein expression, the SPPS occurs from the C-

terminus to the N-terminus. The peptide will remain covalently attached to the bead until 

cleaved by acetic acid (TFA). Small (tenfold molar excess of a.a. to resin) or medium 

(fourfold excess of a.a.) range scale were carried out. 
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Fastmoc chemistry was applied in four major automated steps per cycle: 

 

i) After swelling using DCM the resin is deprotected of Fmoc groups by piperidine 

and N2 agitation which forms carbamate salts and CO2 as side products. Each 

deprotection step is monitored by conductivity measurement of carbamate salt 

formation. 
 

 

ii) Activation of added amino acid (in cartridge) is done by HBTU/HOBt (37.9 g 

/13.6 g) in 200 ml of DMF addition. It forms an active ester which promotes little 

racemisation and then improves the yield.  
 

 

iii) The amide link formation is done by coupling the deprotected part with the 

activated one with a solution of 35% DIEA in NMP. 
 

 

iv) Since the presence of unreacted amino functions after coupling is unfortunate, 

capping procedure avoids the formation of deletion sequences. The capping will 

yield a truncated sequence which differs generally considerably from the final 

peptide and can be easily separated. Capping to prevent truncated peptide 

elongation is done using acetic anhydride/DIEA/HOBt (19 ml /9 ml /0,8 g) in 400 

ml of NMP.  
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Figure 4 Solid phase peptide synthesis steps (Source: Sigma Aldrich) 
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- Cleavage 

Concentrated TFA is used to perform the final cleavage of the crude peptide from the resin 

together with the removal of the side chain protecting groups. However, during the reaction, 

highly reactive carbocations are generated and it is necessary to trap them to avoid undesired 

reactions with sensitive amino acids such as Cys, Met, Ser, Thr, Trp or Tyr. This effect is 

obtained by the addition of scavengers to the cleavage solution. 

Water is a moderately efficient scavenger and can be used as a single scavenger for the 

cleavage of peptides devoided of Cys, Met and Trp. EDT  is the most common and efficient 

scavenger for peptides containing sensitive amino acids. The use of sulfur containing 

scavengers is recommended in the cleavage of sequences containing Met, Cys and Arg. Also 

silane derivatives (TES, TIS) can successfully replace the malodorous EDT. They show good 

efficacy in quenching carbocations in sequences containing Arg and Trp residues. 

Cocktail compositions must be tried and compared for improving the qualitative and 

quantitative recovery before choosing the final one. Furthermore, the time evaluation of the 

cleavage must also be optimized, knowing that side reactions can arise from long exposure to 

strong acid environment. 

The final step is the peptide precipitation by adding of cold diethyl ether and the cloudy 

aqueous phase is collected by centrifuging in a bench-top machine. After filtration of the 

supernatant, water is added to the crude product prior lyophilisation.  

 

b) Purification (RP-HPLC) and characterization (MALDI-TOF) 

 

- High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) 

The coupling efficiency is not 100% and the final product is a crude mixture of pure, 

truncated and/or not totally deprotected peptides. Therefore, purification is required, 

especially when structural and functional studies of the peptide are involved. We used high 

performance liquid chromatography using reverse phase columns (RP-HPLC) which is a 

standard method for peptide purification. It was performed on a HPLC (Waters Alliance 2695) 

with photodiode array detector and using a semi-preparative Vydac (Hesperia, USA) C4 

column (300 Ả, 5 μm, 250x10 mn).  

Basically, the sample is loaded in small volume according to the columns type (analytic 

0.9mL, semi-preparative 1.8mL) to the stream of a mobile phase where 

electrostatic/hydrophobic interactions with the stationary phase promote, ideally, unique 

retention times for each specie. To improve the separation, gradient elution is performed, 
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where the mobile phase polarity varies by mixing water to, for instance, acetonitrile (ACN). 

The gradient separates the species as a function of their affinity for the mobile phase relatively 

to the stationary phase. The columns used in reversed phase chromatography have a silica 

stationary phase that has been treated with RMe2SiOH, R being an alkyl group which gives 

the denotation as C4 (R = C4H9) or C18 (R = C18H37) to the columns. Therefore, retention 

time is longer for molecules which are more hydrophobic, and can be adjusted by the length 

of the R chain. In fact, the binding of the molecules to the stationary phase is proportional to 

the contact surface area around the non-polar segment of the molecule and the water solvent. 

Then, the retention can be decreased by adding less-polar solvent to reduce the interaction 

with water. Also, TFA (0.1%, vol/vol) is used as an ion-pairing agent and increases the 

sharpness and symmetry of peaks and may increase the peptide solubility. The detection is 

done by monitoring the absorbance at 280 nm if the sequence contains a tryptophan and/or 

tyrosine otherwise at 214 nm where the -CONH- amide bound absorbs.  

 

- Matrix Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionisation mass spectroscopy coupled with Time-

Of-Flight detector (MALDI-TOF)  

In order to check if the removal of protecting groups is quantitative, and to identify the eluted 

fractions by HPLC which contain the pure product and even, in case of miracle or misfortune, 

if the purification step is not required, MALDI-TOF is commonly used. This work was done 

at the Mass Spectroscopy platform at IECB by Katell Bathany, under the supervision of Prof 

J.M. Schmitter.  Nonetheless the basic principle will be briefly described. 

Very small amounts of the peptide sample are dissolved in matrix solution composed of α-

cyano-4-hydroxy-cinnamic acid in saturated solution of 50% ACN. The matrix is used to 

protect the biomolecule from being destroyed by direct laser beam and to facilitate desorption 

and ionization. An aliquot is air-dried on a target plate and the laser is fired at the crystals, 

where the matrix absorbs the laser energy and the peptide is ionized. Ions observed after this 

process consist of a neutral molecule [M] and an added ([M+H]+)  or removed ion. Multiply 

charged ions ([M+nH]n+) can also be created, as a function of the matrix, the laser intensity 

and/or the voltage used. Time-of-flight detection used electric field to accelerate the ions 

produced and separate the molecules according to their mass-to-charge ratio (heavier particles 

reach lower speeds).  

It is noteworthy that MALDI-TOF is not a quantitative method. Even the major peak may 

reflect the major population, homogeneity of the matrix, ionization and solubility parameters 

are very important issues. Salts and TFA are also a source of noise and insufficient ionization. 
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Also, the laser section is much smaller than the sample which required several shots because 

of the non-homogeneous repartition. 
 

c) Trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) contamination 

 

TFA is largely used during peptide synthesis and purification. While it is thought to be not 

dangerous for the peptide integrity, it can perturb several measurements. Indeed, it is a severe 

contaminant because it acts as a perfect counter-ion for basic amino-acids and therefore is 

removal by a simple freeze-drying method is often incomplete.  

 

- Risk for experiments 

First of all, is a dramatic error is mass weighing. As we measured (see Paper II and next 

section), around two counter ions per basic amino acid can be found which, depending on the 

number of basic a.a., could lead to serious miscalculation in molar concentration, peptide/lipid 

ratio, etc.  

Also, TFA molecules can perturb several techniques. For instance, Infrared spectroscopy is 

very sensitive to TFA contamination because its signal appears in the peptide amide bounds 

region, which induces serious signal distortion. The baseline in MALDI can be seriously 

distorted and the molecule ionization greatly decreased.   

Finally, it can severely decrease the pH of NMR sample because high concentration of 

peptide is often required, and the buffer strength should not perturb the lipid/peptide 

interactions. Moreover, TFA can degrade di-acyl-phospholipids into lyso-phospholipids 

which lead to isotropic phase formation.  

 

- Detection and removal 

We set up a quantitative NMR method to investigate the TFA contamination in peptide 

sample (see paper II). 19F is a perfect reporter of TFA presence in sample since TFA possesses 

three fluorines while phospholipids or a.a. does not. Furthermore, fluorine is easy to detect 

using a single pulse NMR sequence since it has a high natural abundance (~100%) and high 

gyromagnetic ratio. Trifluoroethanol (TFE) is used as an internal reference, separated from 

the sample by a capillary, which allow quantitative measurement.  

The removal is performed using a more convenient counter ion. The peptide was treated with 

HCl acid, which has a lower pKa value inducing reprotonation of TFA anions and can be 

easily removed by freeze-drying. Generally, a three fold molar excess provides a complete 
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removal. It is noteworthy that ice cooled solution and short incubation time have to be used to 

avoid any possible peptide degradation. 

 

d) Results & Comments 

 

Table 1 presents a summary of the synthesized peptides with their corresponding yield. The 

protocol descriptions are in paper I and II and will not be further discussed. It is noteworthy 

that work on TAT-BH4 is still on going and not enough data has been acquired to establish a 

manuscript yet. Data are just presented in here to discuss and to compare some difficulties in 

peptide production. 

 

 

Table 1        Summary of synthesized peptides 

 BH46-30 BH46-31 Bax14-38 TAT-BH414-38

After synthesisa 

(mg) 
250 250 900 500 

After cleavage 

(mg) 
135 188 250 250 

After purification 

(mg) 
1 67 85 - 

Yield (after 

HPLC)b (%) 
54 (-) 74 (36) 47 (12) 50 (-) 

a All protected groups remain 
b ~99% purity 

 

The yield is representative for a good synthesis protocol but is never as high as theoretically 

expected. The coupling efficiency is usually close to 99%, which means that for a 25 a.a. long 

peptide, the yield must be (0.99)25, so approximately 78%. First, it is evident that long peptide 

are therefore limited (50 a.a, 60%; 100 a.a., 37%), especially that 99% is a high coupling 

efficiency probability. Finally long sequences require a serious purification, according to the 

purity needed, which dramatically reduces the final yield (see III b) and table 1). Also, TFA 

contamination leads to severe miscalculation and can be harmful for sample preparation or 

measurement (see III c)).  
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SPPS is a good way to produce large amount of peptide but variation in the preparation (scale 

used, resin freshness, etc.), solvent quality or the peptide sequence hydrophobicity can induce 

huge difference in yield. For instance, as seen in paper I, the difference between BH46-30 and 

BH46-31 remains unclear. The first sequence was synthesized without a protected tryptophan, 

which led to a problem in the cleavage but no real explanation of the poor purification peptide 

recovery can be done. It might have been clogged in the columns, but no delayed releases 

have been monitored. However, this phenomenon was observed previously with a 

hydrophobic sequence (neu/erbB-2), which could explain that adding a charged a.a. (aspartic 

acid, D) has enhanced its solvability and purification. It must be noted that a thorough 

washing and equilibration was performed prior any injection day.  

During this first synthesis period (BH4), I was not aware of the possible TFA contamination, 

and all the yields were established without TFA removal. However, the first NMR experiment 

showed lipid degradations, as formation of lyso-lipids. It was unlikely a peptide property but 

rather a contamination and consistent with this possibility, TFA was found to be present. 

Considering that BH4 contains five basic a.a., TFA counter ions are heavily bound to the 

peptide. For measurement in paper III, TFA was carefully removed. Bax14-38 synthesis was 

done without any special problems. The low yield is typical of a relatively hydrophobic 

sequence. Also, the detection using MALDI-TOF method is not always the best choice. 

Indeed, TAT-BH4 synthesis shows promising result on the HPLC chromatogram, with a large 

dominant peak. However, detection of this major component by MALDI-TOF was 

unsuccessful. Despite a preliminary TFA removal step, it appeared that strong TFA binding, 

since the full peptide contains thirteen basic a.a., induced a low desorption/ionization process. 

However, using the Edman sequencing method, the presence of TAT-BH4 was found rather 

pure. 

 

These results demonstrate that the choice of a specific protocol, gradient, methods of 

detection, etc., must always be optimized because results cannot be predicted from a previous 

synthesis. Whereas some difficulties can be easily encountered, SPPS is able to produce 

quickly, with high purity and large amount of peptide which put it as the method of choice for 

studying small sequences.   
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III Interaction with membranes: methodology and applications 
 

The importance of biomembranes is an emerging issue of scientific interest and nowadays 

many molecular mechanisms cannot be explained without considering the membranes. The 

biophysical study of lipid membranes allows therefore elucidating how membrane trafficking, 

signalling, protein folding or/and insertion, etc. can occur. Many techniques have been 

developed in order to describe at atomic and molecular resolution the functionality of 

biomembranes and their interaction with different stimuli. The core of my thesis was to 

investigate how the apoptotic peptides interact with membranes. Indeed, all the peptides used 

belong to proteins interacting with membranes. Therefore, the biological relevance of 

studying these peptides is directly linked to their membrane activity. First, membranes will 

likely promote structural change and organization of the peptide. Then, by reciprocity, the 

peptide will trigger membrane perturbations. This interplay has been studied with various 

biophysical techniques, which will briefly describe before jump to the results and discussion. 

 

a) From the peptide side 

 

- Circular dichroism spectroscopy (CD) 

The circular dichroism technique is based on two principles: the chirality of the amide 

backbone and the light polarization. The natural amino acids have non-superimposable mirror 

image isomers, which mean they are chiral molecules and so optically active. When 

interacting with circular polarized light, the peptide backbone will not absorb homogeneously 

the left and right components of the radiation. This absorption is wavelength dependent (the 

250-190nm range is commonly used) and enables classification of the peptide backbone 

conformation in four main secondary structures: α-helix, β-sheet, β-turn and random coil. 

Indeed, the CD spectrum of a protein or peptide is not a sum of the individual amino acid 

circular dichroism spectra, but is significantly  influenced by the dihedral or torsion angles 

(the angle about the α-carbon and the nitrogen of the amide is known as φ (phi) while, the 

angle about the α-carbon and the carbon of the carbonyl is known as ψ (psi)) giving the three-

dimension backbone  structure of the macromolecule itself, as described by the 

Ramachandran plot 66. Each structure has a specific CD signature and this can be used to 

distinguish structural elements and to follow changes in the structure upon interaction with 

membrane for instance. 
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Figure 5 Typical lineshape of secondary structures obtain by CD (Courtesy from Karolinska 

Institute) 

 

Finally, a short description of the secondary structure elements considered in our CD analysis.  

α-helix: a right handed structure where each carbonyl is hydrogen bonded to the N-H group of 

the fourth peptide (i,i+4) bond along the chain. These hydrogen bonds run parallel to the 

backbone and fix the structure to a rigid rod shape. The length of an α-helix is 1.5Å per a.a.. It 

is worth noting that different helical structures are known, the π helix (i,i+5) or the 310 (i,i+3) 

but they are rare and not as stable as the α-helix. It has two minima at 222nm and 208nm and 

a maximum 193nm. 

β-sheet: the hydrogen bonding occurs interstrand and there are two kinds of association. The 

parallel β-sheets have the N-H groups of one strand establishing hydrogen bonds with the 

carbonyl groups in the backbone of the adjacent strands in the same direction. They are bent 

and have a i,i+2 distance of 6Å. In an antiparallel arrangement, the successive β strands 

alternate directions so that the N-terminus of one strand is adjacent to the C-terminus of the 
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opposite strand. This is the arrangement that produces the strongest inter-strand stability 

because it allows the inter-strand hydrogen bonds between carbonyls and amines to be planar, 

which are their preferred orientation. The parallel β-sheet has a broad minimum at 215nm and 

a broad maximum at 195nm while the anti-parallel β-sheet has a broad minimum at 222nm 

and a broad maximum at 205nm. 

β-turn: often a single pair beta-sheet hydrogen bond formation between the carbonyl group 

and amide of the third peptide bond along the chain, which bends/turns the peptide backbone.  

Usually the sequence in this region contains glycine, providing almost no steric hindrance, 

and proline, to force the bend in the chain. It has a weak positive band a 225nm and minimum 

around 201nm. 

Random coil: it is not a total unstructured structure since even arbitrary sequences of amino 

acids tend to exhibit some hydrogen bonds. It is more conceptualized as a fully stretch helix 

or a statistical coil but without any pattern. It has a minimum at 198nm    

 

In order to obtain the percentage of secondary structure, the CDPro package developed by 

Woody and Seerama, was used for deconvolution 67; 68; 69. It uses a fitting algorithm for 

extracting each secondary structure component from the experimental data. For this purpose, 

different set of proteins structure basis have been resolved by NMR or X-ray. 

Of note, measurement of CD is complicated by the fact that typical aqueous buffer systems 

often absorb in the range where structural features exhibit differential absorption of circularly 

polarized light. 

 

- Attenuated total reflection spectroscopy (ATR)   

ATR allows secondary structure determination as well, but it can also provide the average 

orientation of the peptide relative to the membrane normal. Briefly, an IR radiation enters the 

crystal at a specific angle that provides the total internally reflection. It reflects through the 

crystal and penetrates “into” the sample (about 0.5 to 5µm depth) by a finite amount with 

each reflection along the top surface via the so-called “evanescent” wave. By shearing the 

sample at the crystal surface with a teflon tape, the membrane normal spontaneously orients 

parallel to the crystal. Then, absorptions due to molecular vibrations are recorded. The amide 

I band of peptides and proteins, which mainly involves the carbonyl stretching vibrations of 

the peptide backbone, is a sensitive marker of peptide secondary structure, as the vibrational 

frequency of each C=O bond depends on hydrogen bonding and the interactions between the 

amide units. Therefore, each secondary structure has a well defined absorption band which 
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can be deconvoluted. Furthermore, by using polarized IR, one can obtain the peptide averaged 

orientation. Parallel and perpendicular IR will be absorbed differently according to the peptide 

orientation in the oriented membrane. From the dichroic ratio between both absorptions, one 

can figure out the angle of the peptide along the membrane normal 70; 71. 

 

b) From the lipid side 

 

- Phospholipid bilayer polymorphism  

The phospholipids in biological membrane are diverse. The complexity of these membranes 

determines the functionality of each specific membrane of cells, organelles, vesicles, etc. but 

also leads to severe difficulties when studying their behaviour. Therefore, one uses model 

membranes of well known phospholipid compositions to be able to explain the full molecular 

mechanism upon interaction with peptides for instance. The phospholipid structures are 

mainly composed of two hydrophobic acyl chains which can have different lengths and 

saturations and possess also specific polar headgroups (phosphatidylcholine and 

phosphatidylethanolamine most common to be found in nature). Of course, cardiolipin is a 

unique phospholipid having four acyl chains, linked two by two with a glycerol chain. The 

amphiphatic behaviour of phospholipids will spontaneously promote organization in an 

aqueous environment in order to minimize interactions of their hydrophobic fatty acid chains 

with water but enable hydrophilic interactions with the polar lipid headgroup region. The ratio 

between the hydrophobic and the polar volume, known as the packing parameter p  (p=v/a0.lc; 

v volume of the headgroup, a0 the interface area and lc the acyl chain length), will predict the 

arrangement, called phase 72.  

The typical organizations are: 

p<1/3 : micelle. They are small (<50Å) spheres where the hydrophobic chain are towards the 

interior avoiding contact with water. 

1/3<p<1/2 : hexagonal phase. A tubular organization where the water surrounds the tubes 

maintain together by hydrophobic chains continuous structure. 

1/2<p<1 : liposome. The lipids organize themselves as bilayer with a curvature radius forming 

a spherical shape. It is the most usual phase for mimicking the cell membranes. They will 

form multilamellar vesicles (MLVs) with an approximate range of diameter from 200nm to 

800 nm but with extrusion technique, one can produce large unilamellar vesicles (LUVs), 

with radius fixed by the filters used or use of sonication, small unilamellar vesicles (SUVs), 

with a radius of ca. 50nm.  
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p≈1: planar lamellar phase. It is the same bilayer organization without the curvature 

constraint.  

However, experimental conditions will also play a critical role in the lipid organization, like 

water content, ionic strength and addition of molecules like peptides. 

The thermotropism of phospholipids is also often described as a phase. The dynamic of the 

acyl chains fluctuates according to the temperature. In the gel phase (Lβ), the chains are rigid 

in a trans conformation and parallel to the bilayer normal or tilted (Lβ´). When increasing the 

temperature, the chains are said to melt and gauche-trans isomerisation occurs. This phase is 

called the fluid phase Lα. In the fluid phase the bilayer thickness is reduced.  
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Figure 6 phospholipid arrangements and thermotropism: (A) Spherical micelle; (B) 

cylindrical micelles (tubules); (C) disks; (D) inverted micelles; (E) a fragment of a 

rhombohedral phase; (F) lamellae (G) inverted hexagonal phase; (H) inverted micellar cubic 

phase. Lamellar phases: (I) subgel, Lc; (J) gel, untilted chains, Lβ; (K) gel, tilted chains, Lβ; 

(L) rippled gel, Pβ’; (H) liquid crystalline, Lα. (adapted from Koynova et al. WILEY 

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF CHEMICAL BIOLOGY, 2008)  
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- Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)   

The nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) principle is based on the electromagnetic properties 

of the nucleus: the nuclei posses a spin (I) associated with a magnetic moment that will orient 

in a magnetic field. At first, the spin will equilibrate within the magnetic field, populating 

2I+1 energy states according to the Boltzman law. The resulting magnetization is oriented 

along the z axis of the spectrometer magnetic field (BB0). A transition between these energy 

states occurs when the nuclei absorb or emit an electromagnetic radiation at their Larmor 

frequency (ω0), which is specific according to the gyromagnetic ratio of the nucleus. 

Therefore, by using a radio frequency (r.f.) called B1B  field, one can perturb the distribution of 

spins by switching their magnetization by an angle θ. The relaxation of perturbed system to its 

equilibrium state is then recorded and is called the free induction decay (FID), which after 

Fourier transformation gives the NMR spectrum. The longitudinal relaxation time (T1) along 

the z axis and the transverse (T2) along the xy plan are reflecting the molecular dynamic of the 

spin, T1 being connected to the molecular environment at the nanosecond timescale and T2 is 

sensitive to slower dynamic (up to millisecond) giving information on the collective motions 

of the spins. The interesting part for studying biomembrane is that phospholipids possess 

different spins located in the hydrophobic core or in the polar headgroup. Then using selective 

r.f. to excite the specific spin gives precious information of the membrane behaviour and 

response upon stress like when interacting with peptides and so on. In fact, without internal 

interaction, each spin of a given isotope would give the same signal and bring little 

information. Fortunately, coupling occurs between the spins and they feel their 

electromagnetic environment, providing a useful tool for biophysical investigation. In the 

results and discussion section, the chemical shift, the quadrupolar interaction and the magic 

angle spinning technique are the notion used and will be briefly described: 

 

The chemical shift 

The electronic density around the nuclei will modify (shield or deshield) the local magnetic 

field. Therefore, the spins which sense a different electronic environment will provide 

different resonance frequencies (in ppm), proportional to strength of BB0. The frequency of a 

signal is known as its chemical shift. The chemical shift varies with the molecular orientation 

in the field, thus it is anisotropic. The anisotropy will induce line broadening of the NMR 

signal and this chemical shift anisotropy (CSA) is good information of the phospholipids 

organization (see P NMR and paper III, MS IV, MS V) and their associated dynamic. 31
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Indeed, motional averaging can break the anisotropy due to tumbling and/or fast re-orientation 

of the molecule to isotropic chemical shift, as it appears in solution NMR. 

 

The quadrupolar interaction 

It applies for spin I ≥ 1, which then posses an electric quadrupolar moment due to their charge 

distribution. The quadrupolar moment will interact with the local electric field gradient 

produced by the electronic environment.  It dominates all other perturbations. This interaction 

causes the splitting of the resonances, and the so called quadrupolar splitting (in Hz) can be 

used to determine the trans-gauche isomerisation or the so called order parameter (see 2H 

NMR and paper III). 

 

Magic angle spinning (MAS)   

Since the lipid or spin distribution in the cell mimicking MLVs systems conventionally used 

are often anisotropic, each orientation contributes to build a broad lineshape causing low 

resolution and sensitivity. By spinning the rotor fast enough, the angular dependence is scaled 

down to the second degree Legendre polynomial ( )1cos3 2
2
1 −θ . Therefore, at the so called 

magic angle, θ ≈ 54.7°, the angle between the rotor axis and the magnetic field, the 

anisotropic interactions are averaged out. However, in order to obtain only the isotropic 

contribution the spinning speed is critical and specific to each nucleus. For instance, for our 

partially averaged vesicle systems, MAS 31P NMR required spinning at 6.5 kHz to average 

out completely the anisotropic contribution, and below, side bands spaced by multiple of the 

spinning frequency are observed. Of note, using side band analysis provides very interesting 

information of lipid populating different phases, for lipid segregation, etc.  

 

- Investigation of the headgroup region: 31P NMR and 14N NMR 

The phosphorous nucleus is a very interesting reporter for biomembranes. Indeed, all 

phospholipids obviously posses a phosphorous, located at their polar region or headgroup. It 

has a spin I = ½, and the dominant interaction is the chemical shift anisotropy. For peptide-

membrane interaction studies, the usual membrane system used is the liposome, a lamellar 

phase. In this arrangement, phospholipids have a rapid axial rotation around their long axis 

and a uniform orientation distribution of phospholipids aggregates where the overlap of 

lineshapes from different orientations gives the typical uniaxial powder pattern lineshape.  

Indeed, the spherical organization provides more perpendicularly oriented lipids to the 
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magnetic field, ⊥σ , than parallel //σ , the CSA is then determined as following 

⊥−=Δ σσσ // . If the lipid organisation breaks down in small vesicle or micelle, the fast 

reorientation occurring will produce an isotropic resonance. Reduction of the CSA is then 

indication of fast headgroup motion. Therefore, 31P NMR is a suitable technique to investigate 

the qualitative phase of membrane organization and the associated dynamic.  

By using MAS technique, one can resolve in mixed membranes the lipids with different 

headgroups and determine for each lipid species how electrostatic and hydrophobic 

interactions can occur and can modulate their dynamics in a bilayer. The linewidth of the 

NMR resonances is governed by the T2 relaxation, which monitor the slow motion of the 

membrane. The isotropic chemical shift frequencies are indicators of the electrostatic 

environment. If the nucleus is being de-shielded, e.g. by adding an electron withdrawing 

group like OH, it will cause a shift towards higher frequencies and higher ppm. 

Another reporter of the average orientation and dynamic of a lipid is the nitrogen-14 nucleus, 

nearly to 100% abundant in phosphocholine lipids. It has a spin I = 1, and therefore a 

dominant quadrupolar interaction. The measured quadrupolar splitting, Δν, is dependent of 

the orientation and the motion of the headgroup. The reduction of Δν is associated with the 

average orientational order or more correctly the average spread of orientational order 

(« angular variance »), i.e. the order parameters as for the 2H of the acyl chains. It is triggered 

by the modulation of the electrostatic surface and the molecular disorder of the choline 

segment. Of note, 14N has a low magnetic ratio which leads to poor signal to noise ratio and 

the quality of the spectra are therefore limited 73.  

 

- Investigation of the lipid hydrophobic core: 2H NMR  

Using synthetic deuterated acyl chains phospholipids, one can probe the hydrophobic core by 

detecting the 2H signal. 2H has a spin I=1 and will produce a quadrupolar splitting for each C-
2Hn of the acyl segment. Since the order parameter, or the rigidity, of each segment is 

different, the typical lineshape is a superposition of individual resonances centred at ω0 
74. 

Reduction in the value of Δν corresponds to a lower order parameter in the acyl chain. It is 

therefore a good indication of peptide penetration which can either promote disorder (MS IV) 

or can stabilize the acyl chains (paper III).   
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- Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC)  

Based on the thermal behaviour of membrane, the DSC uses the heat absorption (or enthalpy) 

required for phase transitions. One measures the amount of energy which has to be provided 

to maintain zero temperature difference between the sample and the reference. The rate of 

energy absorption by the sample (e.g. millicalories/sec.), is proportional to the specific heat of 

the sample, the heat capacity, Cp. Any transition accompanied by a change in specific heat 

produces a discontinuity in the power signal, and exothermic or endothermic enthalpy 

changes give peaks whose areas are proportional to the total enthalpy change. Analysis of a 

DSC thermogram of a biomembrane enables the determination of two important parameters: 

the transition temperature peak (Tp) and the number of molefcules in a cooperative unit (cf. 

paper III) 

 

c) Results & comments 

BH4, from anti-apoptotic Bcl-2 protein, or Bax-α1, from pro-apoptotic Bax protein, are 

important regulative domains for the protein activity. Their close interactions with membranes 

have not been investigated at a molecular level so far. Therefore, in Paper III and MS IV, we 

concentrated on the molecular mechanism of peptide-phospholipid interactions.   

While BH4 is the specific anti-apoptotic domain, its apoptosis preventing action is not 

understood yet. Previous studies showed its ability to trap some proteins involved in Bax 

activation, or its ability to close the VDAC opening, but no clear conclusion have been drawn 

so far 49; 57; 63. Especially, one is missing. Indeed, since Bcl-2 is a membrane protein, BH4 is 

in close vicinity of the mitochondrial membrane and possible interactions could trigger 

membrane or peptide structure modifications that could play an important role. Paper III 

demonstrated the impact of BH4 on membrane dynamics. 2H NMR and DSC displayed the 

striking stabilization of the lipids, forming rigid patch with BH4, when the latter is 

incorporated into the liposome. BH4 increased the order parameter of the membrane and 

diminished the number of lipid cooperative units, resembling the cholesterol effect 75; 76. 

Furthermore, around body temperature, BH4 promoted peptide-bound and peptide-free 

phases, as seen in the overlapped 2H NMR spectra but also in the static and MAS 31P NMR 

spectrum where the lipids sensed the two different electrostatic environments. As determined 

with ATR technique, BH4 inserted into the membrane core at an averaged angle of θ = 42° 

which is characteristic for a planar and perpendicular mixed orientation, as confirmed by the 

hydrophobic and the headgroup regions perturbations. This strong effect on membrane 

dynamic was associated with BH4 aggregation at 30:1 lipid to peptide molar ratio which was 
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set to reproduce overexpression of the Bcl-2 protein in cancer disease. Therefore, the 

mechanism of BH4 interaction with the membrane is as follows: electrostatic interaction 

driving peptide accumulation at the membrane surface and then insertion of anti-parallel β-

sheet by hydrophobic interactions, supported by the amphiphatic sequence of the peptide. 

These results make sense for the protective action on mitochondria permeabilization and raise 

the importance of considering a possible effect of Bcl-2 on mitochondrial membranes as a 

critical mechanism for anti-apoptotic activity.  
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Figure 7 Temperature dependence change of the membrane order parameter upon interaction 

with BH4 (Diagram as in paper III) 

 

The second case studied, presented in MS IV, was the addressing of the pro-apoptotic protein 

Bax. As already mentioned, the N-terminal helix, Bax-α1, is supposed to be the crucial part of 

the protein for recognition of the mitochondrial membranes. However, no information on 

which specific interaction drives this process has been obtained. MS IV describes how the 

preferential interaction with the mitochondrial phospholipids cardiolipin could be the key step 

for Bax addressing to mitochondria. Indeed, two membrane compositions were tested, the 

neutral outer membrane (OM) composed of the zwitterionic PC and PE lipids, and the contact 

site (CS) mimicking model containing 20%mol cardiolipin. Bax-α1 had complete by different 

interactions in the two models: while it did not interact much with OM membranes, which 
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triggered mainly a slight aggregation of the peptide, it showed a strong docking effect when in 

contact with CS membranes. The clear electrostatic interaction provided by cardiolipin 

promoted strong increases in α-helix secondary structure (+30%) as seen in CD spectra. The 

structure is not broken down by high salt concentration, which could have screened the 

vesicle surface. In MAS 31P NMR spectra, cardiolipin appeared to be the preferential partner 

for Bax-membrane association by enriching the peptide-bound lipid population. This tight 

binding prevents any further insertion of the peptide even at high concentration, contrary to 

the case with OM membranes (see 2H NMR and ATR spectra). Therefore, the important 

conclusion drawn by MS IV is that cardiolipin patches could act as a signalling domain for 

pro-apoptotic protein addressing. One can easily imagine that translocation of cardiolipin 

towards the OM is a key step for apoptosis regulation and might be used for disease therapy. 
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Figure 8 scheme of the molecular interaction between the addressing sequence Bax-a1 and 

two mitochondrial membrane compositions. (Diagram as in MS IV) 
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These studies allowed deciphering the role of regulative parts of two crucial proteins with 

membranes. Placed in the biological context and according to previous publications, these 

studies could improve the knowledge of apoptosis regulation even if biophysical studies are 

restrained to simple system as compared with in vivo studies. It allowed clarifying by which 

molecular mechanisms BH4 and Bax-α1 are linked to membranes with resolution and 

confidence. It also highlights the fact that mitochondrial membranes are not simple walls, but 

hold the keys for cytochrome C release. This hypothesis is emerging and favours the direct 

interaction between apoptotic proteins and mitochondrial membrane (instead with native 

pore), in which the two N-termini of Bax and Bcl-2 should be deeply involved.  

However, it is always exciting to be able to understand the full mechanism as it occurs in real 

life. For this purpose, I decided to work onto isolated mitochondria to examine membrane 

behaviour during a potential apoptosis regulating event, as described in the next chapter.   

 

 

 

a) Isolation of mitochondria 

 

- “J’ai la patate” 

Since apoptosis is a process occurring in mammals, working with mitochondria originating 

from potato tubers might initially sound inadequate, but several arguments justified this 

choice. Presently, vast amounts of material is needed for finding the correct conditions for 

living material in MAS NMR experiments.  Therefore, a cheap system and a fast protocol 

have to be developed. Isolation of potato mitochondria is easy, and can be carried out in less 

than half a day at reasonable costs. Of course, since potatoes are purchased at the local 

market, the origin, growing conditions, etc., are undesired variations to carry out scientific 

work. However, these mitochondria are highly pure. No contaminant from other organelles or 

membrane systems is found in the isolated product, which is not the case for rat liver 

mitochondria where lysosomes are contaminants which are difficult to remove. Nevertheless, 

potato mitochondria have a high homology with mammalian mitochondria, with a quite 

similar composition of mitochondrial lipids and proteins. Finally, potato mitochondria have 

already been intensively studied with respect e. g. to the swelling phenomenon of 

mitochondrial membranes upon calcium stress, a common feature in apoptosis 77; 78, which 

was used to support our data.  
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The protocol used to obtain pure mitochondria was previously set up for extracting 

mitochondria originating from Arabidopsis leaves 79. Briefly, Percoll gradients were used to 

separate mitochondria from all other cell constituents. After grinding sliced potatoes in 

sufficient buffer to prevent oxidation, the recovered juice was firstly slowly centrifuged to 

precipitate the starch and the heavy cellular fragments. The surpernatant was then centrifuged 

at intermediate speed to precipitate the mitochondria. The pellets were recovered and put on 

top of a ca. 28% Percoll gradient and further centrifuged at high speed. The pure 

mitochondria band was collected, and resuspended in a washing buffer used to remove the 

percoll beads by centrifugation at intermediate speed. The concentration of mitochondria 

recovered was quantified by light absorption based on the Lowry method, calibrated with 

bovine serum albumin (BSA) 80. It is noteworthy that maintaining the temperature as low as 

possible during the entire procedure and measurements is crucial to keep the mitochondrial as 

“alive” as possible. From 2 kg of potato, approximately 400 µL of pure mitochondria were 

extracted at an averaged concentration of 150 mg.mL-1 of proteins. 

 

b) 31P NMR ex vivo experiments 

 

- Set up  

The goal of this study (MS V) was to apply solid state, static and high resolution 31P MAS 

NMR, as a non-invasive technique to monitor mitochondrial phospholipids in intact 

mitochondria and to investigate their response to calcium overload. The first part was to 

elaborate the NMR set up where mitochondria would not be degraded by the harsh condition 

of MAS, but also to see if the signal to noise ratio of the NMR signal could be enhanced. 

Since static and MAS NMR experiments had to be performed using the same sample, the time 

available for these two NMR experiments was highly restricted. Moreover, isolated 

mitochondria were heavily hydrated, meaning the spinning stability was reduced and high 

spinning speed conditions could not be applied. After several trials, 3 kHz spinning was 

chosen as good enough for an averaging of the CSA in the MAS NMR experiments, sufficient 

spinning stability and reduced mitochondria degradation. One hour of static NMR 

experiments followed by one hour under spinning conditions, sproved to be the best 

compromise between degradation and signal to noise ratio. First experiments were done with 

a 4 mm double resonance CP-MAS probe, where approximately 80 µL of pure mitochondria 

can be loaded which means the rotor contained about 2mg of lipids. Results were acceptable 

but in order to improve as much as possible the spectra resolution, a 5mm double resonance 
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CP-MAS probe was used, increasing the volume to 150 µL. However, spinning stability at 3 

kHz was reduced because of a higher non homogenous volume, but remained in a ±5 Hz 

range. Finally, the mitochondrial integrity was checked by respiratory control measurements. 

These showed little degradation since the respiratory rates were only slightly reduced. This 

agreed with the static 31P NMR spectra which also did not reveal any membrane degradation 

as no isotropic phase increase was observed after NMR measurements. Therefore, the method 

was validated as non-invasive with the potential to provide interesting information on 

mitochondrial phospholipid arrangements and association in an ex vivo context 

The static 31P NMR spectrum of isolated mitochondria showed the typical axially symmetric 

pattern of phospholipids organized in a lamellar liquid-crystalline phase, as previously seen in 

NMR spectra of much a lower resolution 81. A small isotropic component was also visible, 

which accounted for less than 5% to the total spectrum and most probably reflected very small 

mitochondria fragments/compartments which underwent fast isotropic rotational diffusion. 

The individual phosphatidylcholine (PC) and phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) membrane 

constituents were easily detected with intensities of 49 ±5% and 41 ±5% of the total NMR 

spectrum. A third small broad component was visible and accounted for with roughly 10±5% 

to the total NMR spectrum. This small resonance might come from cardiolipin, the third 

major phospholipid of mitochondrial membranes, but with its strong association with 

proteins, as with the paramagnetic cytochrome C, relaxation and different in electronic 

environments spread over an extremely broadened NMR resonance. As a control, a 31P MAS 

NMR spectrum was acquired using large multilamellar vesicles made of extracted 

phospholipids from isolated mitochondria. The NMR spectrum fully supported the presence 

of cardiolipin, as three well-resolved NMR components were observed with molar 

percentages of ca. 47 ±2% % PC, 37 ±2% PE and 16 ±2%  cardiolipin, all values which are 

close to the reported ones for isolated mitochondria from rat liver (50 ±3%, 30 ±3% and 20 

±5%, respectively) or as found in isolated mitochondria from spinach (46 ±2%, 41 ±3% and 

13 ±2%, respectively) 6; 82.  
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Figure 9 Ex vivo 31P NMR of living mitochondria (as in MS V) 

 

Deliberate degradation of mitochondria was also investigated with the aim of identifying 

degradation markers in the NMR spectra for use in quality controls. Time trials at higher 

temperature, and sonication treatment both promoted a strong disruption of the lamellar 

organization of the mitochondria into small vesicles (the CSAs of the various lipids were all 

severely reduced and produced a featureless broad isotropic-like NMR resonance line). The 
31P MAS NMR spectra displayed sharp resonances that all underwent a downfield NMR shift. 

The cardiolipin NMR signal was now much more clearly visible and well separated; both 

observations indicating therefore that the tight interaction of cardiolipin with proteins was 

severely disrupted. Therefore, this NMR tool could clearly be applied to monitor the fate of 

membrane integrity and individual phospholipids response upon stress, like calcium overload. 

 

- Application: mitochondrial membrane response upon calcium stress 

In the mitochondrial-dependant PCD pathway, the mitochondrial permeability transition 

(MPT) is often visualized as a process that induces the release of apoptotic factors such as 
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cytochrome C from the intermembrane space of mitochondria into the cytosol. The signalling 

substance calcium can promote the swelling of mitochondria and has been shown to be one of 

the main culprits which can induce MPT onto isolated mitochondria in the presence of 

inorganic phosphate (Pi) 78; 83; 84. The effects of Ca2+ on mitochondrial membranes were 

investigated by our solid state 31P NMR approach. The presence of calcium promoted partial 

membrane degradation for [Ca2+] ≥ 1mM; an observation confirmed by respiratory controls. 

However, the key lipid present in mitochondria, cardiolipin, could not be identified in the 

MAS NMR spectra, an observation which indicates still ongoing strong interactions between 

cardiolipin and mitochondrial proteins despite mitochondrial degradation. The degradation 

was also confirmed by respiratory measurements where isolated mitochondria were incubated 

with 1mM Ca2+ and 1mM Pi. However no complete inhibition occurred, indicating ongoing 

leakage of mitochondrial metabolites. Taken together with the absence of a cardiolipin signal 

in the relevant NMR spectra, cardiolipin is presumably still tightly bound to the inner 

mitochondrial membrane despite the fact that calcium-induced mitochondrial swelling has 

promoted partial disruption of the outer membrane and accelerated lipid dynamics.  
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Figure 10 Ex vivo 31P NMR of the isolated mitochondrial membrane response to calcium 

overload (As in MS V) 
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V Conclusions & Perspectives 
 

The biophysical studies presented here were done in order to build a molecular picture of how 

mitochondrial membranes and apoptotic peptides could interact and modify each other. For 

this, the experimental designs required a range of interdisciplinary methods; starting from 

synthesis to spectroscopic techniques. What about the contribution to the apoptotic field? The 

two mains studies, paper III and MS IV, have shown how the regulative domains of proteins 

interact with membrane. This interplay must be crucial for the mitochondrial apoptotic 

pathway though extension to the in vivo mechanism if impossible. However, these studies 

enhanced the importance of considering lipids as important players, especially the 

mitochondrial specific cardiolipin. The membrane response to apoptotic stimuli cannot be 

neglected as the mitochondrial permeability is the key of the mitochondrial apoptotic 

pathway. Besides the fact that model membranes are different from the real biological 

membranes, these studies suffer also on the lipid/peptide ratio that was used. Indeed, in 

biological processes, the regulation often involves nanomolar concentration of proteins and a 

cell is an immense structure when considering the size of proteins. Therefore, signalling and 

addressing take all their importance, and specific interaction between proteins and lipid 

domains sustains a lot of answer for resolving molecular mechanisms. In apoptosis, the role of 

contact site, enriched in cardiolipin, is nowadays under intense investigation. The conclusion 

of this work should be used to verify if the BH4 domain change the mitochondrial membrane 

properties and if Bax-α1 requires cardiolipin at an in vivo level. For this purpose, MS V 

shows promising results that investigating phospholipids in living system is possible, but 

requires a careful set up. 

What next? MS V opened a new way to investigate apoptosis at a cellular level. It is still far 

from being enough for characterising what is happening during apoptosis and need to be 

further developed. Also, what I missed the most was to work with the full proteins (expression 

ongoing). Since I have not ended my formation yet, I would like to learn some biochemical 

engineering techniques to obtain the full panel required for a complete study, from protein 

expression to physiological interpretation. I have a long way to go… 
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Personal reflections 
 

Good time and bad time: interplay  

 

I experienced three phases during the last four years: the first is of course an overwhelming 

feeling of Nobel-hype, stimulating me like a baby opening its eyes to the aerobic world. One 

wants to grab every spin around itself, tasting each mixture one can make and publishing out 

the soonest results in a Nature-al Science-tific journal… Well, it lasts for one year and may be 

a half year more, before this extraordinary basic feeling let place to my second phase, the 

waste world (or time?). Yes, I am not talented enough to have spend four efficient, yielded, 

top ranking years spreading my name all over the community, except to some company 

listings of course, but I do not blame them, scientific or not, the world is a business where you 

have to FID-dle for your steaks. This eon where my scientific mojo decayed severely was 

probably indispensable since I have the feeling that one has to pass difficult time in life in 

order to learn harder, better, faster, stronger. What I have done during this extra one and a half 

(for this half I’m sure!) years was somehow a blank in my production, fortunately I am still a 

student so I was not fired for having throwing grant money (not the general but I heard he 

would have deserved it, even with Ulysses as first name…) out of the window (did someone 

took it?). After numerous discussions the conclusion was that, I acknowledge that you and my 

co-PhD mates (no reference but for review see supplement), experienced probably all 

approximately such difficulties, and the ones still standing out of the bulk have gained 

something through: toughness, thoughtfulness et al. And then today more or less, the final 

rush. You realize that in one year you have to acquire enough data to publish, according to the 

Umeå way of just do it, four articles, write a text book that will be printed in 100 copies but to 

be read by less then the square root, sort out your future and probably something I will forget 

to do… But you know what? A temporal failure must occur then because we all manage this 

Herculean (ok, not really but still it fits well I thought) task and we all then think, gosh if I 

would have worked like that during four years I probably would have done not a good PhD 

but just what Erick and Gerhard expected (always the best, thanks to you it cheers up). 

However, since I think I will achieve all of it on time with the requirements fulfilled; I hope 

my work was at the end of good quality.        
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Evolution of thoughts: from school to research 

 

Remember few sentences above; I described my dynamic phase diagram but the different 

stages of critical thinking were somehow missing. I will take more of your time to talk about 

non-scientific (at least without equations, numbers, figures and so on) considerations. Indeed, 

or again, I had to build up my scientific vision of research since I lacked it from the 

beginning. I obtained my master degree in molecular chemistry of living system at the 

University of Bordeaux 1, where I assume, my skill for questioning and conception of 

biological molecular mechanism has been sharpened, well at least from a theoretical point of 

view. I started my PhD period straight afterwards at the Umeå University with a certain 

advantage, I have to admit. Namely, I had in my baggage already my master research training 

on Apoptosis (do not worry about the first appearance of this word, it will show up quite often 

in this thesis). Nevertheless, when I try to remember my way of designing experiments, 

interpreting the data, shaking when I was alone at the spectrometer, I can feel the famous 

(close enough) reverse sentence: “that’s a tiny step for mankind, but a giant leap for me”. I 

mean, I was not fit to do research, yet, and from my scholar way of thinking, I realized the 

non-ideal mixture of doing research. I guess that is why we have a supervisor, and I am glad I 

had two, totally unlikely, but so complementary, I have been very lucky. Yes, research is also 

about luck, because so many of us fall on a difficult subject, but I would say that is here that 

you have to put your effort in as well, by either doing a side project or tune up the main one in 

a better way. I somehow did the second one, not because my subject was going nowhere, but I 

had the feeling (that explains partially the phase transition towards the chaotic phase) that I 

was not improving anymore my - or contributing to the international - knowledge. Then I 

decided to take a step deeper in my investigation by working with living system, but this 

story, I will tell later. Finally, what has allowed me to upgrade my subject is the main 

objective of a PhD: you must become independent. For that I would thank again my two top 

ranking supervisors, from a student you helped to transform into a researcher. 

 

PS: Even if I feel as an independent, better scientist, able to run my own research, I 

definitively know I am still on my way for that, and only hard work will make an acceptable 

researcher out of me. 
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Using available techniques/machines in the design of experiments: limiting?  

 

The last point before the strong core of this thesis, and connected with the thoughts as 

mentioned above, is the field where you orient into it. What does it mean? No surprise, you 

conduct your investigations under the supervision of a solid researcher and then you learn his 

way of designing experiments, the techniques he is using and you shape your thinking with 

his experience. Therefore I will always remember that I am glad to have been under double 

supervisions, even if I stayed mostly in Umeå. I have been surrounding by a biophysical 

medium which, I suppose, makes me part of this family. You might feel it by reading this 

thesis but for the purists I would already apologize: first because I am not very good with 

theory and second because with time I slightly shift from a biophysicist to an indefinable 

metastable state by conjugating molecular biology (and I would like to add physiology in the 

future) with physicochemical studies. Also, as one of the last reflexions, I sometimes put 

forward contradictions so I will just enumerate the main technique I have been using in one 

word: multi… And it might be a problem because I have not really been deep in one 

technique; I am not a specialist in NMR (unfortunately) or calorimetry or etc, I just can handle 

each of them. In a couple of years I will see if it was a good choice. Finally, the point here is 

to explain why I have been using the techniques listed below: because they were used in the 

groups where I have been working in. I have not brought my own technique in these labs and 

therefore I feel like I have a missing string at my bow. However, I am glad to say I have 

applied high resolution solid-state NMR to a living system (isolated mitochondria) which has 

not been really done so far! 
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